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Driver
Xero Cavazos
Karen Mabry

Mark D’Amico
Denny Stoffel

Vic Holder

Carroll Worthington
Pete Pettis

Ed Swanson
Lindsey Taulbee, Jr.
Lemon Resendez

Ernie Maldonado
Dick Exham
Chris Yoder

Ringo Ireland
Everett Davis

Earl Berman, Jr.
Winslow Weathers

Craig Felder
Phil Clooney
Eddie Rader

Brian Hartsell
Erv Jernigan

Andy McGreevey
Jimmie Cottrell
Orlando Longo
Kerry Holguin

Kenny Jeffers
Nic Gruber
John Gill

Ruff Thurston
Homer Brackett

Brunson Hughson
Jack Ventura
Fred Shaver
Ned Garnay
Art Farias

Shad Cavanaugh
Adler Brown
Rom Whitson
Charlie Brake

Ryder Kaminski

Greg Doty
Wayne Montana

Barb Garvin
Ralph Roach
Lin Valladares

Hooks Troyer
Buck Trimble
Matt Keener
Jerry Fiero
Jimmy Vogt

Guidry Thibodeaux

Billy Schrader
Chance Clemens

Bobby Parris

Comment
A stock car racing icon in native Mexico, has lurked on the fringe of the SCRAM scene for years.
Youngest in family of drivers (brothers), first to break into the big time. Continues to win her share of points and races.
Burly and argumentative, has made some enemies over the years but is generally (sometimes grudgingly) respected.
Son of ’60’s SCRAM star Tommy Stoffel, now pushing 40 but carrying well the family racing legacy.
Newcomer to SCRAM in ’94, shows signs of sticking around for awhile: knows when to take chances on the track.

SCRAM staple, has finished at or near top of the points standings four of the last five years.
(Dad of Jordy, Kevin—they were born in the late ‘80s) At the peak of his career, enjoying accolades and wins.
Scrappy youngster from midwest, might be more of a factor with a better team behind him.
(Dad was a young kid in ’60 SCRAM season), Lindsey Jr. is in prime of career (born in ’66, now age 29).
Earned his nickname through his consistently sour demeanor, drivers have learned the hard way not to set him off.

The biggest star in the SCRAM universe, multiple championships and huge following of fans.
One of the ‘90s “Young Guns,” has quickly established himself as force to be reckoned with.
(His dad Hollis Yoder in ’60 SCRAM), enthusiastic and cordial, some feel he’d be more effective with some angst.
Ringo’s “Emerald Islanders” are a major presence at every race, some of SCRAM’s most outrageous fans.
Hardworking kid with solid track presence, nothing fancy but could have a bright future.

Has been on the SCRAM circuit since the late ‘70s without major success, just a handful of top five finishes.
A SCRAM throwback: low budget garage, populated by friends and family, with roots in the late 1960s
(Relative of ’60 SCRAM star Rocket Felder), middle-of-the-pack driver with few surprises, but steady with the wheel.
Viewed as an “up and comer” with unlimited potential, tough to get past him in crunch time.
Veteran driver with plenty of hardware, now on the downside of storied career.

On the upswing after posting career-best finish in ’94 season point standings.
One of the big names of the 1980s, has hit a dry spell in the ‘90s—last win was in ’88. Might be the end of the line.
Product of another long-time SCRAM racing family, established support network bodes well for this kid’s future.
Solid first season with a couple of dramatic wins, edges out Montana for Rookie of the Year honors.
Solid racing pro who has gotten bitten by the “bad luck” bug in recent seasons. Battled injuries throughout ’94 season.
Hard-edged veteran who has endured highs and lows during a career that has spanned three decades.

Mostly unknown outside Mississippi, brings a roughshod, “pedal to the metal” style of driving to the SCRAM scene.
Career marked by relentless hustle, but not many wins.
Much success in regional racing scene, takes his talents to SCRAM to see how they’ll stack up against the pros.
Scattered wins in the late ‘80s, enough to keep the sponsor money coming in a half-dozen years later.
Had some modest success in the 1970s—still breathing in those fumes.

Highly-regarded youngster, now in his fifth season; finished lowest-ever in ’94, looking to rebound in ’95.
Mechanic-turned-driver (in 1990) posts best-ever season, sponsor money beginning to roll in.
West coast short track star moves to SCRAM series to test his mettle. Some hiccups as crew gets familiar.
Has had some success over the years, top five in the points standings in ’87—funding has been an issue recently.
Won the season-opener race in ’92 and was Top 5 in ’94, but has found it tough to sustain the magic year-long.

Car dealership kingpin decides to get into stock car racing with budget driver, crew—finds scant success.
Soft-spoken after the race, but a terror on the track. Has won some big races over the past decade.
Serious and studious, not the best interview material after a race, especially if he’s finished poorly.
One of the sharpest drivers in SCRAM, gets more out of his crew and car than pretty much anyone else.
“Diamond in the Rough” driver plagued by shortcomings of garage, pit crew and owner. Deserves better—elsewhere?

Put together impressive seasons in the early ‘80s but has recently trended downward the points standings.
Bursts onto scene from small-town racing background, fill-in work turns heads: Rookie of the Year runner-up.
Personable, talented--sponsors step up with big cash infusion, bolstering hopes for continued incremental success.
“Southern Gentleman” who plays by the rules, relies on discipline, superior support crew and impeccable equipment.
Finished Top Ten in ’91—a flash-in-the-pan? He’s got a decent crew behind him, so that’s not the problem.

Cagey (some say sneaky) veteran driver seeks to rack up yet another impressive season.
Can-do attitude, eager spirit meshes well with solid support crew. “The Buck Starts Here!”
First year driving for this smart, respected youngster. Got his start in the garage, given a chance behind the wheel.
Happy-go-lucky country music singer takes a shot at stock car racing—and performs respectably!
Once considered a future star, the glow has greatly faded; now on his third team in five years.
Louisiana swamp legend, once won 14 races in a row; has caused a stir in SCRAM circles with Cajun mannerisms.

Hot shot rookie in ’90, but has struggled since. Has led SCRAM in wreck DNFs last two seasons.
Not well known, but affordable for start-up garage seeking foothold and sponsors.
Veteran driver, fading success, retires at end of ’95 season, 99 team hires Montana from 66…


